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A) CHOOSE THE BEST CHOICE. 

 

1. Why didn't you go to their party?  " Because I ………………………… invited. " 

1. wasn't   2. am not   3. haven't   4. didn't 
 
2. The boy that left the hose …………………………. come back  yet. 
1. hasn't   2. has    3. hasn't been   4. has been 
 
3. ……………….. the old women …………………………. about the news? 
1. Did / inform  2. Have / been informed 3. Has / been informed 4. Have / informed 
 
4. Everybody knows that cheese ………………………….. from milk. 
1. is making   2. has made   3. was made   4. is made 
 
5. Some tools …………………………… by ordinary people not by scientists. 
1. have invented  2. have been invented 3. invent   4. was invented  
 
6. They ……………………… the walls of the room every year. 
1. paint   2. are painting   3. are painted   4. paints 
 
7. "Our teacher taught the new lesson. " It means that the new lesson …………….. by our teacher. 
1. is taught   2. has been taught  3. was taught    4. was teaching 
 
8. The doctor cured her patient successfully, ………………………….. ? 
1. didn't she   2. does not she  3. didn't he   4. did he 
 
9. My elder brothers never get up late in the morning, …………………………… ? 
1. does he   2. do they   3. don't they   4. didn't they 
 
10. Their daughter put on a new dress, ………………………….. ? 
1. didn't she   2. doesn't she   3. don't they   4. did she 
 
11. He ……………………… any toys to play with, did he? 
1. had    2. has    3. didn't have   4. has had 
 
12. There were ………………………….. flowers in the vase, were there? 
1. some   2. many   3. a few   4. no 
 
13. You ……………………… these dirty dishes, don't you? 
1. wash   2. washed   3. are washing  4. will wash 
 
14. It was raining hard, ………………………… they didn't take their umbrellas. 
1. so    2. and    3. but    4. or 
 
15. The boy passed the exam, ……………………… he ……………………………… a reward. 
1. and / gave   2. so / was given  3. so / gave   4. and / get 



 
16. Dr. Gharib …………………………. as a dedicated physician, isn't he? 
1. was regarded  2. regards   3. is regarded   4. has regarded 
 
17. Which one is not a correct sentence? 
1. That is easy to answer, isn't it?    2. Her school bus rarely arrives late, does it? 
3. Maryam's grandparents can't walk, can they?  4. He's come to class on time, isn't he? 
 
18. Active : His mother didn't buy him a laptop.                    Passive : …………………………………………………….. . 
1. A laptop wasn't bought for her    2. He wasn't bought a laptop for his mother 
3. He didn't buy his mother a laptop    4. He wasn't bought a laptop 
 
 
B) WRITE THE CORRECT FORM OF THE VERBS GIVEN. 
 
19. Penicillin …………………………………. by Alexander Fleming ages ago. ( to discover ) 
 
20. I …………………………………. German by an experienced teacher since last year. ( to teach ) 
 
21. English ……………………………….. in a lot of countries. ( to speak ) 
 
22. Zahra ……………..………………. pancakes every morning, doesn't she? ( to make ) 
 
23. They ……………..…………………. the window, have they? ( to break ) 
 
24. We …………………………………. each other again, won't we? ( meet ) 
 
C) COMPLETE THE SENTENCES. 
 
25. We went to the park, and ………………………………………………………………………… . 
 
26. Ramin caught the flu, but ………………………………………………………………………… . 
 
27. I had no money, so ………………………………………………………………………………….. . 
 
 
D) PUT THE WORDS IN A CORRECT ORDER. 

 

28. my / should / book / you / or / room / your / clean / study. 

 

 

29. attend / injured / he / school / he / , / cannot / is / so / . 

 

 

30. into / poems / been / languages / his / have / many / translated / . 
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